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Public Opinion Research in Newsrooms

Newsrooms today are already using multiple methods to study their audiences.

Interviewee #12 works as SEO specialist in a national digital news website. They rely on internet

trending tools such as Google Trends to monitor the newsreaders’ interested topics. Interviewee

#10 was a former editor from a regional award-winning newsroom which was the pioneer in

engaged news reporting. He introduced the audience survey they contracted a professional firm

to conduct, the survey usually contains consumer comparison from different newsrooms between

print, broadcast, TV, and digital.  They also do geographic market segmentation research about

the general portfolios of the audiences in the community.

Interviewee #1 introduced a project he conducted. Back in 1998-2002, Pew research

center partnered with Princeton Survey and conducted the most extensive local news content

analysis project. The study pulled five-year content from more than 154 stations in 50 markets,

correlating local news content with rating success, and found that good storytelling, not the topic,

wins the day. The conclusion overturns all the topic-based audience research methods currently

used in the industry.

Interviewee #6 emphasizes that using audiences rating to direct news reporting is

“legitimately a terrible idea, generally a terrible idea. You're abdicating your journalistic

responsibilities to the readers. And by the way, they tell you what they read by page views and

other metrics. So that's, that's stupid. And it's sad because what that means is that editors are just

throwing their hands up and just running away from it. You have to engage journalists in the

community. They have to be of the community, not above the community, looking down on the



convenient community. For a lot of new journalists, they're coming out of college and they're

living in communities that they have not lived in before. And so they don’t have this idea of what

local reporters should be. And the fact of the matter is that a local reporter needs to understand

what the local part of the reporter needs. And so if you are not going hyper-local with your news

coverage, you're losing.”

Moreover, the popular metrics currently widely used in audiences research are not

designed for newsrooms’ analytic purposes; thus, they provide very little information on the

problems that matter: how to improve the news reporting, and what really matters to the

audiences and community. In 2016, The Brookings Institute published the article “Solving

journalism’s hidden problem: Terrible analytics” that pointed out the former problem.

Researchers from the local TV research project launched Project for Excellence in Journalism

that looks at crucial storytelling elements. The American Press Institute has partnered with

BuzzFeed to develop new measurements that implanted news values, news ethics, etc. However,

the latter problem remains overlooked in the media research field.

One approach to improve the understanding of audiences and the community is to look

into the public opinion research methodologies. Public opinion research is one of the most

traditional research fields that can be traced back to the ancient Aristotle Roman time and the

Chinese Confucius period. In modern America, the political elections and thriving business

development facilitated this field with funds and opportunities. There’s no better way than to turn

to public opinion researchers and pollsters for advice in understanding local audiences and

communities.



General Public Opinion Research Methods

Interviewee #4 introduced methods that political campaigns are using to get general

public opinions: “We start with door to door and talking to folks getting some ideas on what

issues the community are concerned about, and then goes into polling, doing a benchmark

survey, and then doing some tracking surveys just to see the extent to which massaging is

breaking through and the effect that’s having on the vote. But I think that, in the political world,

it's a lot of combination of polling. Polling sort of gives you the bigger picture, looking at things

and a lot of grassroots organizing, talking to people either going door to door, or meeting folks

out in front of grocery stores and chatting with them and talking to people on the street, and if in

big cities, talking to people on the public transportation.”

Unlike many communication researchers who started using quantitative methods to

research the public opinion, the real-live pollsters all suggested starting from a more qualitative

approach, or should say, a more traditional journalism method: talking to people.

Interviewee #10 stated: “I always encourage our staff to go out and talk to their sources in

person and visit all types of communities. And so that was something that they did, and of course

that produced stories. I think that you cannot find stories if you're not connected with the

Community definitely.”

Trade-off and being practical

Interviewee #5 highlighted the key component for newsrooms to conduct survey research

“the makes for survey research that has always been about trade-offs. You know, you can ideally

talk to everyone, ideally, you talk to every single reader and take a census, but obviously you can



never afford to do that. So even in a world of perfect surveys, it was always a compromise that

you were making trade-offs based on the resources you have.”

There will not be one method that could apply to all newsrooms. The newsrooms have to

design the survey research based on their resources and their priority needs.

Benchmark surveys that cover the community would be expensive, but could help the

newsrooms to attract potential audiences who are not at the moment consuming their news

products. Audience research that targets existing consumers can help improve the quality of the

news stories and better serve current users. Because newsrooms usually already have a list or

portfolios of the existing consumers, such as subscriber lists, website registered user lists, or

subscribers’ addresses, the survey can be easily delivered, and the cost can be relatively low.

However, the newsrooms should be aware that the audience research method could hardly help

them extend their audience reach as they are only surveying the existing consumers.

Social media

When starting this project, I have worked with local newsrooms in other projects

knowing that some of the small local newsrooms use social media as the primary engagement

tools. Some editors even request their journalists to spend a certain amount of time replying to

the comments they received on social media.

However, the professional pollsters give me a very different perspective. Interviewee #5

stated that: “I would say don't bother because the analytics you get off of your own readers are

probably telling you more than the sort of qualitative feedback from what you might get from

people who like to leave comments, who engage with Twitter or who engage with the news on

Facebook, because they're so unrepresentative of most of your readers they're just a different



kind of person there you know infinitely more opinionated and weird.” Interviewee #6 also

stated that “social media is a very different population than your readership. So the biggest

problem you have when you're doing social media content analysis is that you are looking at a

very small slice of very, very activated people who are on social media. Not everyone on social

media is posting about what they read in the newspaper. So you are not seeing the full scope, the

full swath of your readership. So that is a poor use of content analysis to fit that need to do

audience analysis, which means you need to talk to actual readers because you already have that

list. That is the best use of that data. If you do it on social media, you're only going to find a very

small slice of what some of your readers like, as opposed to what all of your readers like. It’s a

very poor use of content analysis, and it's an absolute garbage methodology. I would never do

that. And the best newspapers, even the ones who are local, who are the best will do subscriber

surveys.”

While doing this project, I was working on the RJI’s 2022 Student Innovation Competition on

news literacy, and got into the finalists. My teammates and I interviewed journalists, editors and

news consumers, and found many newsrooms are relying on the internet to learn about their

audiences. At the same time, the news consumers we interviewed told us that they felt the news

today is more opinionated instead of fact driven. This could be driven by the misled information

the internet provided.

My other project I did before the 2020 Presidential Election showed the same result. I

studied the Live Chat comments from YouTube channels that were watched by over 1000

audiences during the first presidential debate. We found that among the 27 channels, 25 of them

are leaning towards Trump; and among 114,549 users we studied, 32.18% supported Trump, and



only 9.81% supported Biden. The study clearly confirms the statement public opinion experts

gave, that the internet can be extreme and need to be used with cartion.

I still talked with two social media professionals as this is such a trending field.

Interviewee #2 told me about the importance of the key nodes (people with influence) in social

media dynamics, and how key nodes are the foundation of the communication structure. This

finding actually proves the significance of news and journalists in the local information

ecosystem. Interviewee #3 told me that “social media public opinion dynamic research could

make up for the obvious flaws in sustainable and long-term follow-up public opinion research,

tells the influence of opinions reflect in the ego-network data of individual reports (self-report),

and it is impossible to truly observe the connection and interaction process between individuals.”

It could be the alternative answer of the “why” question that all the quantitative researchers ask.

As Interviewee # 11 stated, “Any tool it's being used in an online environment needs to

be used with care and recognition. It may not capture the full array of the community. At this

point, anything that's going on with using online tools is a dilemma, but I don't think it's

something that people have to panic over. Understanding the benefits and the drawbacks of these

kinds of tools, as always, has to be part of any practical process. I don't think it means don't do it,

I think it means to do it carefully.”

Panel Survey

Interviewee #5 mentioned a survey sampling method that could be a good idea for

newsrooms “if you keep reviewing that same sample (individual) over and over again, you will

know what you don’t have enough of. The term is “panel”, a lot of surveys that are done online

are done with recruited panels, they're also constantly adding people to it. ”



Panel method is a way to repeatedly interview the same group of people for the same

study over a period of time. It’s a relatively low cost approach that could provide a deep

understanding of the targeted group.

I turned to a panel specialist, interviewee # 9, to ask how they design the research for

panels: “I look to see if there was existing market research that I could kind of leverage. I used to

work at Pew research and we had some data on local news habits broken out by Community. The

alliance for media has some through the Nielsen Scarborough partnership and so it's possible to

purchase some of that. You can also see if there's an area research firm in your area that

specializes in this.”

Previous studies of similar regions or consumer groups could really help in planning and

designing the research.

Adopting New Methods in Newsrooms

When a new method or routine is developed, it takes planning and time for the newsroom

to fully adopt it. So I spoke with interviewee #12 who is an SEO specialist, to ask how their

newsroom first adopted the SEO approach.

“We have a number of things for SEO, and place one is lots of training for journalists.

The SEO training is a part of the onboarding process now. We also have what we call a SEO

champions group. So this is not just our newsroom, but the entire cooperation network across the

country where once a month gets together and talks about the latest SEO trends, what they did in

their individual newsrooms that was successful and that other newsrooms could copy to be

successful.”



When applying new methods, well designed training and follow up research are key to

success.

Conclusion

Difference Between Academic Research and the Practical World

When starting this project, I read many communication and public opinion research

academic journals and attended public opinion research conferences. When getting to the

methodology, the newest emerging research clusters are on big data, machine learning

algorithms, and social network dynamics. A large portion of the academic research in the field is

either based on social media, or conducted on social media. Even with many of the Public

Opinion degrees and training certificates, I found that they are highly computerized, and have a

lot of statistics and programming classes. Thus, I wrongly assumed that applying new technology

on social media content analysis would be the alternative solution to help newsrooms conduct

public opinion research.

I studied the clusters in recent journalism and communication research. I collected

articles from the most influential journals with SCI Journal Impact Factor over 1.5, and found

2,250 articles from nine journals. The result showed that among the top nine clusters, four of

them are online and social media related.



Figure: 2017-2021 Journalism and Communication Journal (SCI>1.5) Research Clusters

However, the top professionals in the practical world led me into a completely different

scenario. I talked to the public opinion research methodologist, joined the American Association

of Public Opinion Research, and attended pollisters’ workshops. They all talked about how

important it is to talk to real people. The workshops I attended, professionals with 30+ years

experience were discussing the way to learn interviewees’ language habits before designing

survey questions that could improve the response rate. They also discussed how zoom interviews

couldn’t provide the best results, and follow-up in-person interviews were still needed.

The practical research is far more qualitative than the quantitative impression academic

journals give. Many of the methodology discussions are in fact very journalistic, focused on how

to ask the right questions, how to show empathy during the interviews or focus group studies,

etc. One article recently shared by AAPOR is done by Ipsos Group, which is a leading market

research company. They designed an emoji system to replace scales rating for sentiment and



satisfaction survey questions, and showed a much higher response rate. The method they use is

very close to the data visualization process newsrooms are using today.

Through this project, I found that new technology may not be the solution for newsrooms

to study their audiences, the traditional news training that asking the journalists to go out talking

to real people is the most practical method even from public opinion research perspective.

General Public Opinion Research Methods

My study interviewed public opinion research and audience analysis professionals to

gather research methods and find best practices for newsrooms.

● Research

○ Look at the existing market, audience, and customer habits research. Some Pew

Research and Nielsen Scarborough reports are detailed to the community level

that can be purchased or viewed for free after a certain time.

○ Go to local survey research firms in your area.

○ Look at communities that are similar to yours.

● Benchmark survey

○ Phone survey

■ Pros: random, least bias, large reach. Cons: high cost, low response rate.

○ Automated phone survey: call with a recorded message

■ Low cost, but extremely low response rate.

○ US mail or daily delivery

■ Random, least bias, large reach high cost.

■ Good idea for local media that already delivers to every household in the

community.



○ Online survey: email survey, website survey, pop-up window survey

■ Pros: low cost, easy to do. Cons: limited reach

○ Text/online survey: text a link to participants to do it online.

■ The improved method from a phone survey, less costly, but cannot reach

people who don’t have the internet or older audiences (main consumers of

the local newspaper) who will have a hard time finishing the survey on

their phone.

○ Text survey: text survey questions that can be answered directly in text messages.

■ Improved from text/online survey method, more people willing to

participate without opening a link.

○ Social media: content analysis, sentiment analysis, massage monitor

■ Pro: monitor long-time trends, monitor individual opinion changing

processes and factors, monitor neglected/uncovered topics.

With technology like big data and machine learning algorithms

developing, social media-based opinion research can provide a

cost-effective way to conduct social process-style public opinion research.

■ Cons: biased and extreme; samples are very different from news targeted

audiences.

● Talk to people: let people speak in their own words.

○ Talk to people in person: talk to people around you; invite people to newsrooms

○ Online community: NextDoor

○ Events: town hall meeting, newsroom events, bring people in

○ Door to door: well-funded grassroots method. Can work with volunteers.



○ Focus group

The Three-Phase of Matter Guideline in Design Public Opinion Research in

Newsrooms

Through the study, I found there are three phases of opinion research in the newsroom:

● Public opinion research: The news media bear a responsibility to serve the public and the

community. Serving the public is the most essential news ethical practice and carries a

significant news value for journalism. To help reporters better understand the community

they are serving, general public opinion research needs to be conducted. Public opinion

research does not just provide marketing information to improve news engagement; more

importantly, it is essential to help journalists enhance their storytelling.

● Audience research: The news consumers include a newsroom’s readers, subscribers, and

audiences who consume news in general. Audience research is targeted market research

that focuses on existing and potential consumers’ behavior.

● Impact and feedback: Include rating, content view count, engagement data, etc. The

impact data works similar to KPI metrics that tell the newsroom the performance of each

published story. It has its clear advantages and flaws. The analytical metrics could

sometimes tell a pattern, but they usually cannot tell the reason.

The first two phases, public opinion research and audience research, would provide the

upstream newsroom data to make an engagement plan strategy, structure the print layout, and

plan the coverage. The last phase, impact and feedback is downstream research that provides

performance data and improvement ideas.



Because of the unique role the news media plays in public services, much of the survey

research conducted by the newsrooms would include content and aspects of all three phases.

Still, the data contains different news values that serve other purposes.

The key to conducting a good survey is to design the study following this three-phase

framework to clarify the purpose of survey questions before practicing it.

Recommendations to Local Newsrooms

Quit the internet.

Many newsrooms and journalists rely too much on website comments or social media

engagement to communicate with their audiences. However, the audiences on the internet are

usually very extreme and biased, and usually very different from newsrooms’ real targeted

audiences.

Relying on SEO tools such as Google Trends or Twitter Analytics is not recommended to

local newsrooms either, as it does not provide you any data about what people in your

community think about.

Go on the street.

Public opinion research and survey design is a very sophisticated project, poorly designed

research would be a waste of time and money. So unless you have the budget to hire a

professional consultant or be able to work with a local university for free, the best practice to

collect real public opinion in the community is to go on the street and talk to real people.

Randomly drawn people from the street could provide a much less biased sample than doing

research online without proper guidance. The best way to understand a community is always



being part of it. Talking to real people, hosting forums, and focus groups are always the best first

step in opinion research.

Storytelling, not the topic, wins the day.

Topic doesn’t matter, audiences are interested in any topic as much as the story is well

told in a way that’s engaging and relevant to the people. The ratings and clicks can only tell you

what stories did well in the past, but don’t tell you why. What really matters is the journalistic

value the stories could bring to the audiences. For example, after the local election, local news

audiences would be more interested in how this newly elected official would affect the

community, and what other people in the community think of him. Local news audiences would

not be too much interested in how this election could affect the Biden or Democrats’ 2022

electron strategy. Also, after The Department of Energy announced the releasing of 50 million

barrels of oil from the Strategic Petroleum Reserve, people are interested in how that will affect

that holiday travel plan, not how that will impact the international oil market.

The best way to improve engaged storytelling writing is to talk to real people after your

story is published. Instead of looking at the online comments, social media engagement, or any

online feedback, talking to real people in the community, asking them to explain their feelings in

their own words, this will be a much better way to improve journalists' engaged storytelling

skills.


